Introducing the

Universal Outlet System
“Switching out Outlets is a Breeze!”

TARGET MARKET:
• Homeowners
• Businesses with changing design needs.

FEATURES:
• Easily interchange outlets and switches.
• No screws needed.
• Wires are safely out of reach.

PATENT INFORMATION
A provisional patent application was filed
in August of 2019. The Mars Rising Network
performed the patent search and concluded
there is nothing similar to this product on
the market, which means this unique device
could be patented and used everywhere.

SUMMARY

See how it works!
Watch the video at
www.ClaudioFernandezDesigns.com

Outlets and switches
simply snap into place

The Universal Outlet System

This revolutionary new system is designed
to replace typical house wiring with a safer easier method. It’s purpose to create a universal
pluggable method throughout the homeowners house without the need of dealing with
dangerous high voltage wires or having to use
screws. Once the framework is installed inside
the walls and/or attic by an electrician, the
wall boxes are ready to accept any on dozens
of types of switches that have the new safety
type connection.

For example, if a homeowner has a dual
plug outlet but wants to change the outlet so
that it has USB chargers also, they simply pop
the old one out and push the new one with
USB into the empty wall box with a click. In addition to the many types of outlets, dimmers,
sound controllers, and intercoms, they can
also switch out ceiling and wall lamps with the
same connectors. It is a complete system that
starts outside the home as the power comes
from the street. It then goes to the custom
circuit breaker, which then goes to junction
boxes throughout the house. These junction
boxes then go to the various wall box locations
where the outlets will be used.
The shielded male/female pin system on
the back of the switches prevent someone
from touching any wires while simultaneously
guiding the socket in in just seconds.
Homeowners will want to add many more
boxes when initially doing the install as you
can have dual boxes and when not in use blank
boxes can be used to cover the space.
The average homeowner will often
find that they don’t have enough options
to decorate their house the way they want.
Now, they can easily add different options for
different functions as well as different colors.
With the Universal Socket System people
will now have almost unlimited options to
design their home.

For more information:
Inventor
Claudio Fernandez
Corona, NY
PH: (347) 870-8354
Email: Info@ClaudioFernandezDesigns.com
www.ClaudioFernandezDesigns.com
About the Developer
Claudio Fernandez is an inventor and designer. His idea for the Universal
Outlet System has been in the works for some time. After much refining of
the design and usability, he now has the concept ready to go. He decided
to take his idea to the next step and contacted the Mars Rising Network and
had a provisional patent application filed. The invention has been thoroughly
designed so that he may see success with this great idea and turn it into a
world-wide product. He is actively seeking a company that would have an
interest in licensing the system for a royalty.
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